Abstract. Complete light curves in B and V bands for YY Eridani are presented in this paper. The light curves appear to have a marked asymmetry with Max. I brighter than Max. II. Using the latest version of the WilsonDevinney light curve synthesis program, we have computed photometric solutions from the new light curves of YY Eri. The present solutions reveal that YY Eri is a W subtype contact binary. The asymmetries of the light curves are explained by the presence of dark spot on the primary or secondary component.
Introduction

YY Eri (BD −10
• 858 = SAO 149449, m v = 8.05 − 8.80, p = 0.
d 3125, sp. type G5V) was classified as a W UMatype binary by Bodokia (1938) . The first photoelectric observations were made by Cilliě (1951) ; then it was observed again by Huruhata et al. (1953) , Purgathofer et al. (1960) , Budding (1983) , Eaton (1985) , Müyesseroǧlu et al. (1990) and . Light curve solutions were presented by Huruhata et al. (1953) , Binnendijk (1965) , Maceroni et al. (1982) , Eaton (1986) , Nesci et al. (1986) , and Budding et al. (1997) . The studies of the orbital period change were conducted by Cilliě (1951) , Huruhata et al. (1953) , Kwee (1958) , Bhattacharyya (1967) , Kim (1992) and . The spectrographic observations performed by Struve (1947) were re-analyzed by Huruhata et al. (1953) . They determined a spectroscopic mass ratio of 0.59, which is discrepant with the photometric mass ratio. This question was resolved by the new radial velocity study (Nesci et al. 1986 ).
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The surface activity of the system was revealed by observations in various bands. Light curve asymmetry perturbations shifting in phase as evidence of photospheric spots were exhibited by photometric observations. The emission lines as signatures of chromospheric activity were found in IUE spectra (Eaton 1983) . And the system also appears to be an X-ray source in the survey of the Einstein satellite (Cruddace & Dupree 1984) .
Observation
Photoelectric photometry in B and V bands for YY Eri was conducted over four nights in November, 1984, with the 35-cm Cassegrain reflector of the Yunnan Observatory in China. A 1p21 photomultiplier was used in the observations. The two filters employed were the following: a Corning 5030 of stock thickness cemented with 2 mm Schott GG-13 for the blue region, and a Corning 3389 of Stock thickness for the yellow region. A circular diaphragm of 30 was used thoughout, and an integration time of 20 seconds for both stars and sky was chosen.
BD −11
• 831 and BD −12
• 828 were chosen as comparison star and check star, respectively, and measured alternatively between the observations of the binary. Nightly extinction coefficients were determined from observations of the comparison star, and the differential extinction correction were made. The observations were transformed into the UBV system with the aid of six standard stars in the Pleiades during the period of observations. The magnitude differences between the check star and the comparison star were constant within probable errors of ±0.010 mag(V ) and ±0.012 mag(B) during the observations. From the observations, three times of primary minimum light and two times of secondary minimum light were derived by means of polynomial fitting and are listed in Table 1 . Because of the complexities in the orbital period change of YY Eri, to combine the observations, we have adopted the light ephemeris found by least square method from the minima in the Table 1 and the minima published by Marco et al. (1993) as follows:
In each colour 440 individual observations were secured. The magnitude differences in the sense of YY Eri minus BD −11
• 831 together with their heliocentric Julian dates are listed in Table 2 for V and Table 3 for B. The light curves of YY Eri are shown in Fig. 1 in solid points. All phase is covered at least twice. The light curves appear to exhibit a typical O'Connell effect, with Maximum I brighter than Maximum II by 0.042 mag(V ) and 0.048 mag(B) and Maximum I shifting to phase of 0.27.
Photometric solution
Photometric solutions were obtained by means of the latest version of the WD program (Wilson 1992) which includes a new reflection treatment, the option of using nonlinear limb-darkening laws and the ability to adjust spot parameters. The individual observations were combined into 54 normal points in each colour and the two light curves were employed simultaneously in computing solutions. The convergence of the minimization procedure was obtained by means of the method of multiple subsets (Wilson & Biermann 1976) .
We adopted a temperature of 5600 K for star 1 (star eclipsed at Min. I), which corresponds to spectral type of G5V. The other adopted parameters were: Claret et al.'s (1990) values of the limb darkening coefficient (x 1 = x 2 = 0.84 for B, 0.66 for V ), Lucy's (1967) values of the gravity darkening coefficient (g 1 = g 2 = 0.32) and Rucinski's (1969) values of the albedo (A 1 = A 2 = 0.50). Adjustable parameters were the orbital inclination, i, the mean temperature of star 2, T 2 , the potential of the components, Ω 1 and Ω 2 , and the luminosity of star 1, L 1 (the Planck function was used in computing the luminosity).
In order to search for an appropriate photometric mass ratio to compare with the spectroscopic mass ratio, solutions were made for a series of fixed values of the mass ratio q = m 2 /m 1 (0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 1.20, 1.60, 2.00, 2.50 and 3.00). Assuming a detached system initially, the differential corrections started from the mode 2, but the converged solutions were always obtained at the contact mode 3. The resulting sums, Σ, of the weighted square deviations of the converged solutions for each value of q are plotted in Fig. 2 . The best fit is for q = 2.50. At this point, the set of the adjustable parameters was expanded to include q. The mass ratio converged to a value of q = 2.36799 in the final solution. This solution indicates that YY Eri is a W-type W UMa binary, in agreement with the results published by Binnendijk (1965) , Maceroni et al. (1982) , Nesci et al. (1986) and . The photometric parameters are listed in Table 4 , where star 1 indicates more massive component and star 2 is of less mass. The fit of the computed light curves is shown in Fig. 1 in solid lines. While the overall fit of the computed light curves is quite satisfactory, Fig. 1 shows obvious distortions in the observed light curves that seems to be due to surface inhomogeneities of the components. Unequal quadrature light level, namely, the O'Connell effect, is known in many eclipsing binaries and several suggestions have been made to explain this effect by various authors. For YY Eri, the observed distortion, with Maximum II being fainter than Maximum I, may result from a cool region on either component. It has been assumed that the spot is on the star 1 or the star 2 and the several groups of dark spots or hot spots have been tested. While a converged solution with the hot spot(s) could be not found, the best fit to the observed light curves was found with dark spot on the star 1 or the star 2. The solutions with the dark spot (co-latitude, q s , longitude, f s , angular radius, r s , all in degrees, and the temperature factor T s /T * , with T * the local effective temperature of the surrounding photosphere) are also listed in Table 4 . The solution labeled Dark 1 is with a dark spot on the primary (more massive) star and the solution labeled Dark 2 with a dark spot on the secondary Table 5 with the dark spot on the primary star is shown in Fig. 3 in solid lines.
Discussion
The light curves of YY Eri have shown a pattern of variable O'Connell effect with some asymmetry, that is, the system tending to be somewhat brighter at its maximum I (after the primary minimum) than the following peak (maximum II). An inverse O'Connell effect (maximum II For comparison, all light curves were reduced assuming that they have the same magnitude difference at the phase of 0.5. As shown in Fig. 4 , the variation of the O'Connell effect of this system is very obvious and seems to be regular. The regularity of the variation becomes more obvious in Table 5 , in which some parameters of the light curves for YY Eri are listed.
Comparing the light curves with each other, we find that the rise of a light maximum level is always accompanied with the drop of the other light maximum level so that the mean deepness (average of the ascending and the descending branches) of the primary or secondary eclipse is always constant. In order to study physical implication of this phenomenon, it is necessary to investigate the variable O'Connell effect of more systems.
The photometric solutions of the light curves presented by different authors reveal a constant radius ratio and variable luminosity ratio of the two components for YY Eri. At least there are three sets of solutions obtained by using Wilson-Devinney procedure in the literatures. Some parameters of these solutions are listed in Table 6 , where the component radii, r 1 and r 2 are the geometrical mean of the polar, side and back radii, which were computed ad hoc with the WD code when not given in the original papers. L 1 and L 2 are relative luminosity of the primary and secondary component in V band, respectively. Dark 1 indicates the solution with a cool spot on the surface of the Table 6 gives a measure of the O'Connell effect (i.e. unequal height of the maxima) in V color. The letter N , M or Y indicates the solution by Nesci et al. (1986) , by is about 0.03 mag in V band. Therefore, we conclude that the variation of the O'Connell effect of YY Eri may be related with the variation of L 2 /L 1 , but is not related with the variation of r 2 /r 1 . This suggests that the variation of the O'Connell effect of this system is probably related with activity of spots on one or both components.
